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Abstract—Spam SMS be unwanted messages to users, which be worrying and from time to time damaging, present be a group of survey papers available on SMS spam detection techniques. study and reviewed their used techniques, approaches and algorithms, their advantages and disadvantages, evaluation measures, discussion on datasets as well as lastly end result judgment of the studies. even though, the SMS spam detection techniques are additional demanding than SMS spam detection techniques since of the local contents, use of shortened words, unluckily not any of the existing research addresses these challenges. There is a enormous scope of upcoming research in this region and this survey can act as a reference point for the upcoming direction of research.
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Introduction.

Small Message once-over (SMS) is the the majority often and extensively used message medium. The term “SMS” is used intended for together the user activity and all types of small text messaging inside a lot of parts of the world. It has develop into a medium of announcement as well as endorsement of products, banking updates, agricultural information, flight updates and internet offers. SMS be as well working in direct marketing recognized as SMS marketing. from time to time SMS marketing is a matter of trouble to users. These kinds of SMS are called spam SMS. Spam is one or additional unwanted messages, which is unwanted to the users, sent or posted as part of a better collection of messages, every one having considerably matching content. The purposes of SMS spam be announcement and marketing of a variety of products, sending political issues, dispersal unsuitable adult content and internet offers. so as to is why spam SMS flooding has become a serious problem. All over world. SMS spamming gain reputation over additional spamming approaches like electronic mail with twitter owing to the rising popularity of SMS Communication.

Background and related work

SMS spam detection be moderately a fresh research area after that Text SMS electronic mail social tags, and twitter and web spam detection. a number of of the researches of spam detection include [1][2] etc. these researchers are typically conducted following 2011. There be some recognized SMS spam detection technique have some challenge more than SMS spam detection such as limited message size use of local and shortcut words and incomplete slogan information. These challenges require to be solved. present is scope of research in this field and some research works contain be conducted on it present be different category of SMS spam filtering such as pallid record and black record. content- based non content-based be two-way approaches and challenge response technique.[4],[5],[8] the techniques using customer surface server in these several machine learning Algorithms such as

Naïve Bayes.

Bayesian is a probabilistic move toward that starts among a previous faith, observes some data and then updates that faith The probabilistic life form spam and not spam of a word can be intended through the incidence of that word in ham and spam messages with the Bayesian algorithm [12].

Support vector Machine. (SVM)

Support vector machines be supervised learning by way of linked algorithms that analyses data used intended for the categorization as well as regression analysis. If a put of teaching example containing spam and rightful SMS is known after that SVM teaching algorithm build a model that can assigns new example keen on spam and rightful group An SVM model is a demonstration of the example because a point in space, mapped so that example of the divide category are
separated by a clear gap so as to is wide as achievable.[9]

Decision Trees.
A decision hierarchy be a decision support instrument that use a hierarchy similar to or model of decisions and their likely penalty, counting possibility of event outcomes. A decision tree can be used to make choice to whether a fresh message is spam or ham [11]

Logistic Regression
A logistic regression be a prognostic analysis. Logistic regression be used to explain data and to explain the association flanked by single reliant binary changeable and single or additional supposed ordinal, interval or percentage-level independent variables. from time to time logistic regression be hard to understand, the intellects statistics instrument without difficulty allows you to conduct the analysis, after that in simple English interprets the production.

Random Forest
Random Forest is a trademark term for an ensemble of decision trees. In random forest we collection of decision trees. To classify a new object based on attributes each tree votes for that class. The forest chooses the classification having the most votes over all the trees in the forest.

Validation of the study:
Our SLR be conducted in the direction of examine every one the used approaches and techniques inside SMS spam detection. The intimidation to the strength of our review be that present might be selection bias and be short of enough resources. We try to get to every one possible and pertinent information resources. some resources strength not contain been published in a straight line. one

Study Selection Procedure:
Table 1.SMS Spam Detection dataset description

| Study Selection Procedure : near select related studies we mostly searched on Google academic. we have together a number of papers from it present are a number of additional conference and journals such when IEEExplore, IJCSI ITJ ACM, be create from side to side Google academic instrument The file of journals and conference as of anywhere we contain chosen paper contains a lot of references. We also searched used for the referenced papers and have in use a number of of them as our applicable paper. we used the Google scholar`s connected articles and cited feature four our searching procedure.  
| Table 1.SMS Spam Detection dataset description  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spam Filtering process</th>
<th>Preprocessing</th>
<th>Tokenization</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total No of Messages</td>
<td>5574</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Validation of the study:
Our SLR be conducted in the direction of examine every one the used approaches and techniques inside SMS spam detection. The intimidation to the strength of our review be that present might be selection bias and be short of enough resources. We try to get to every one possible and pertinent information resources. some resources strength not contain been published in a straight line. one
more danger be a number of resources are not available intended for community use.

Result Analysis:
A initial we physically searched on top of Google using the topic spam detection to increase an impression in spam detection field. It resulted inside a lot of SMS spam detection connected papers, then we modified our search using merely Mobile SMS spam detection Through our study selection procedure we have chosen 13 Paper paper published in different conferences and journals connecting merely on the way to Mobile SMS spam detection in the middle of the 13 studies.

Dataset Description:
A preparation dataset be wanted intended for a number type of machine learning classification algorithms. Result of the machine knowledge algorithms depend on the dataset. because a effect spam detection algorithms be able to run without a dataset. within we established dissimilar openly available dataset apply in different studies. link of the dataset and a quantity of statistics such as total number of SMS number of spam and ham messages are shown in table [13]

Conclusion.
This paper present the result of the systematic literature review on SMS spam detection. We chose a total of 13 research paper on this field and reviewed their proposed techniques. Advantages and disadvantages. And challenges they addressed. we also examined their evaluation procedures. We demonstrated the publicly available dataset information which is a prior need for a spam filtering algorithm.
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